Difficulties in Fair Performance Comparison of Evolutionary Multi-Objective Algorithms

Abstract
Evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) has been a very active research area in recent years. Almost every year, new EMO algorithms are proposed. When a new EMO algorithm is proposed, computational experiments are conducted in order to compare its performance with existing algorithms. Then, experimental results are summarized and reported as a number of tables together with statistical significance test results. Those results usually show higher performance of the new algorithm than the other examined algorithms. However, fair performance comparison of different EMO algorithms is not easy since the evaluated performance of each algorithm usually strongly depends on experimental settings. In this seminar, we focus on the settings related to the following four issues: (i) termination condition specification, (ii) population size specification, (iii) performance indicator choice, and (iv) test problem choice. First, we clearly demonstrate that each of these issues has strong effects on performance comparison results. That is, totally different comparison results can be obtained from different experimental settings. Then, we discuss how to handle each of these issues for fair performance comparison. These discussions aim to encourage the future development of the EMO research field without focusing too much on the development of overly-specialized new algorithms in a specific setting. Finally, we suggest some promising future research topics related to each issue.
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